
« We believe that distribution shall always come with
service »



Who are we? 
GREYYS is a fast-growing distribution company specialized in
importing Premium Gourmet Drinks to fulfil the high
expectations of the Singaporean F&B Market.

We propose to our clients high quality products from
international leading brands (Ronnefeldt Tea, Cafe Richard,
Mathez Chocolate, Kreek’s snacks…)

We stock our products in Singapore and deliver them on a
daily basis (Monday – Friday) within 24 hours to consistently
meet our customers' expectations

Our values

Origins

Passion

Quality

Service



Our brands



Tea & Coffee



Ronnefeldt
Teavelope

Tea Caddy

Leafcup

Ronnefeldt also offers carefully produced leaf teas ready-
portioned for the cup. They come in their own large filter made 
of eco-friendly natural fibres. It is also individually film-packaged
to retain its individual aroma.

Tea-caddy comes ready-portioned for the teapot. The tea comes in 
a large filter made of natural fibres so that it can fully unfold and 
release its flavour.

This attractive teabag is packaged in a sachet made of Abaca, 
an eco-friendly film. This sachet is sealed to keep fragrance 
and flavour in and moisture out 
so the tea can retain its fine nuances.



Ronnefeldt
Loose Tea

Simplicitea

Simplicitea is the fast and easy way to enjoy excellent tea with
a tea capsule. Fully compatible with Nespresso® machines, 
you can experience the quality and exquisite flavours of 
Ronnefeldt Tea.

The numerous varieties of loose tea makes a magnificent
experience in flavour. Loose tea comes as black and green tea
as well as herbal and fruit infusions.

Teastar

The premium Teastar collection represents the most
exquisite of Ronnefeldt teas and has been selected with the 
utmost care, plucked during the best harvesting conditions 
and carefully crafted in an artisanal and traditional
production process. 



Cafés Richard
Coffee beans in sustainable bags

Single Origins coffees in sustainable pods

Capsule range – aluminum free

These individual doses of ground coffee are perfect to make
espresso on demand. Kept in a sustainable pod, the freshly
ground coffee is tamped and packed in a neutral atmosphere to
retain all its aromas. The pods are made of paper, making them
100% recyclable

Coming from the best origins, Cafés Richard has created 4 blends in
the purest tradition of espresso codes, from the most intense to the
most velvety. The capsules are 100% aluminum-free.

Developed with precision by coffee-lovers, Cafés Richard blends are 
exclusive mixtures made from preciously guarded recipes, with a 
harmonious balance of aromas and flavours.

Each bags are made of Oxo-Biodegradable material and with a
state-of-the-art technology keeping the beans fresh.



Pastry



ANDRESY JAMS
« Origines » Individual Jams – 28gr

Individual Condiments – 25gr

Big Jars – 265gr & 1kg 

Spotlight all the goodness of fruits from traditional growing
areas in France and Europe, which stand out for their taste
qualities. Andrésy selected 15 of them, including the
Roussillon apricot, the thin-skinned Endega blackcurrant, the
Senga strawberry, the Seville orange, rhubarb from Picardy
and the Mirabelle plum from Lorraine.

French Mustards and mayonnaise, ketchup and barbecue
sauce : offer a tasty and refined room service to your
customer without any waste.

Andresy Gourmet is the result of many years of working and 
developing flavours and recipes with French chefs.

This range enhances the taste of the major fruits !



Gourmet 
Drinks



Catcher
Catcher Gourmet’s Chai Tea will spiced up your sense with its rich tea
mixed with premium spices including Cinnanom, Ginger, Cardamon, 
and Clove.

Smooth, Creamy and Rich Matcha Powder that carefully blends with
finest ingredients. For both hot and cold application.

Catcher Gourmet Chocolate Sauce. A delicious blend of sweet
cocoa flavours.. Put it on ice cream, any dessert of your choice, 
or even in bakery!

Catcher Gourmet Caramel Sauce enriches your sensation with
its sweet and thick Caramel but soft and smooth
like a butter. 

Catcher Gourmet Matcha Sauce. A rich green tea flavour easy to use 
for topping in bakery and dessert.

Catcher Gourmet Earl Grey Sauce. Fascinating your drinks, desserts, 
ice-cream with Creamy, Luscious and Rich Tea sensation in this
luxurious Earl Grey Sauce.



MONBANA
HOT/ICE Chocolate

New Frappé milkshake powder range

Individual Chocolate powder sachets

Ice Chocolate: Discover a chocolate powder that instantly
mixes with cold milk and is the ideal base for summer cocktails
or refreshing chocolate drinks.

Trésor: 33% cocoa for an intense chocolate taste that brings a
beautiful roundness in the mouth, a fruity aromatic note, it is
the authentic French chocolate..

Try the ice-cold and creamy Monbana Milk Shakes. Simple and
quick to prepare, let yourself be tempted….

Trésor: 33% cocoa, also available in Sachets of 25g



TEISSEIRE SYRUP

Teisseire uses very high-quality water from the French Alps – naturally filtered,
untreated and free of any chemical contaminants.

The richness of the sirop texture is designed to create the perfect finished drink.
And, the low sugar options will never compromise on taste.



POMONA
Gourmet sauces

Natural smoothies

Gourmet sauces with deep and rich taste
Chocolate Sauce
Caramel Sauce
White Chocolate Sauce

Smoothie sauces containing real fruits
Mango
Blueberry
Leemon



Cocktails / 
Mocktails



ODK

Fruit Purees Line

ODK cocktail fruit purees always remain sealed and fresh. 
Simply pop the cap and pour during your cocktail 
preparation. It is easy to use, easy to store and delicious.

Strawberry
Mango
PassionFruit
Kiwi
Pineapple
Pink Grapefruit
Yuzu
Blueberry

750ml 



ODK
Sour Line

Natural Lemon Juice 100% Cold Pressed is one of a kind, 
with it being the only natural lemon juice for bartenders to 
use entirely Sicilian lemons.

Natural lime 100% Cold Pressed juice is hand-picked in 
fruit orchards directly in Mexico.

750ml - 6 bottles / box 

Doing big volumes? Ask a quote in 3L & 5L BIB (Bag-in-
Box)!



ALTHAUS
Iced Tea Pre-Mix

Sencha with Wild Peach / Watermelon with Mint
Use 1 pack plus 4L of water to get 5L of delicious Iced Tea



Malafemmena
Soft Drink Line

A new and elegant Soft Drinks line without coloring and 
preservatives, created for Mixologists and Bartenders who
love to enhance the taste and style of “Made in Italy”. 

They are ideal for cocktails or to be served on the rocks. 

Tonic Water
Ginger Beer
Grapefruit Soda

200ml - 24 bottles/box 



Alcoholic
Drinks



Prosecco
Pernici Brut 11% 
Harvest mid-September. Gentle bunch pressure and 
temperature controlled fermentation. The foam is obtained 
thanks to the classic Charmat method.

Pernici Aperitivo 15% 
Color: Blood Orange. Smell: carefully fruity. Flavor: great 
balance, fruit aromas strengthened by a slight bitterness.An
absolute perfect match with the Pernici Prosecco brut to 
make the best SPRITZs.

Aperitivo



Craft Beers
Taco Cerveza 5.4% - 2 Birds Brewing
The Taco Cerveza is brewed using ale malts, with an addition 
of flaked corn. Citra and Amarillo hops contribute citrus and 
fruity characters, which complement the additions of 
coriander leaf and fresh lime peel. 
PAIR IT WITH TACOS! AND ANY LATIN AMERICAN FOOD!

IPA 5.8% - 2 Birds Brewing
Notes of passionfruit and mango puree follow a lean malt 
body, while Aussie and US hops add power to every 
mouthful.

Sunset Ale 4.6% - 2 Birds Brewing
Two Birds Sunset Ale is brewed using a distinct combination 
of malts, including pale, wheat and Crystal malts to provide 
round, rich, toffee notes. The addition of US Citra and 
Australian Cascade hops adds a twist of grapefruit and and
tropical notes to balance the biscuity malt base. 



GIN 
FAMILY OF HOUNDS

Family of Hounds London Dry Gin
Botanicals include juniper, lemon and orange peel, 
pink grapefruit, lavender and thyme, all of which are 
sourced from Italy. A fabulously juniper forward gin 
which would make an outstanding Martini.

700ml



Snacks & Minibar



Mathez

Discover the original recipe of Chocolat Mathez since 1934:
“the cocoa truffle”. Discover all the power of cocoa and the
melting heart of plain truffle coated with a fine chocolate
powder.

Plain Truffles

Box of 12x flow pack Box of 4x flow pack

Bulk of 250p



Kreek‘s
Mini Bar items: Mix Nuts range

KREEK's offers an extensive range of seeds and fruit, with
highly original and elegant mixes to give your taste buds a 
treat

Price upon request

Roasted and salted peanuts
Salted mix of roasted and salted nuts



Samy Mathieu
Greyys Gourmet Partner
66 Tannery Lane 
347805 Singapore

Mobile: +65 8858 3255
samy@greyys.com.sg

www.greyys.com.sg

Contact

http://www.greyys.com.sg/

